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ABSTRACT 
Ensuring the identified critical security requirements for keys outsourcing, we introduce Cloud Key Bank, the first unified privacy 

and owner authorization enforced key management framework. To implement Cloud Key Bank ,a new cryptographic primitive SC-

PRE and the corresponding concrete SC-PRE scheme is manipulated .The security solution is to support the identified three 

security requirements which are not be solve in traditional outsourced scenario. The solution is not so inefficient because it 

requires several seconds to answer a query on a database only 200 passwords. The main reason for inefficiency is that SC-PRE 

belongs to one kind of public encryption which is inefficient  in common by comparing to the symmetric encryption .So in our 

proposed system we will introduce searchable symmetric encryption, bloom filter based index in one server, and access policy 

enforcement in another server to support scalable operations on encrypted key database. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The rapid deployment of web applications such as online banking, shopping, social networks and data 
storage (e.g., Amazon S3 and Google Drive), managing the ever-growing number of passwords and data 
encryption keys is becoming a big burden for many users. To remember them, 85% students admit that their 
passwords are almost the same except for bank and email accounts. However, the weak and shared passwords 
across accounts make them easy to be compromised, which in turn leaks more passwords related to private and 
sensitive data. The success of web based password managers such as Last pass(1), with over a million users in 
2011, Password Box(2), with over a million users in less than three months in 2013, and other similar 
tools(345), demonstrate that users have a strong will to outsource their passwords to a centralized key 
management provider who can relieve them from the overwhelming burden of memorization and management. 
 
1.2 Key Encryption: 

More than 90% of students are concerned about the privacy of their keys, which mainly involves two 
situations in the first situation they do not fully trust the service providers because there is no governance about 
how keys can be used by them and whether the key owner can actually control their keys on their own and in the 
second situation  they trust the service providers, but keys could be disclosed if there exists an misbehaving 
internal employee or broken server. Therefore encrypting key tuples just like encrypting normal data tuples 
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before outsourcing seems to be a promising solution to maintaining trust and ensuring the key owners’ control 
over their own privacy.    
1.3 Key Tuples in Database: 

Encrypting key tuples like encrypting data tuples in an all or nothing way [13][14][22] can guarantee the 
confidentiality and privacy of keys, but does not consider the key authorization and the different privacy 
requirements of sensitive attributes in key tuples. Encrypting search keywords (identity attributes in key tuples) 
based on searchable symmetric encryption[15][16] or hierarchical predicate encryption[27] can guarantee the 
search privacy on key tuples, but does not consider the key authorization and the dependence relation between 
identity attributes and key attributes. 

Encrypting identity attributes and related identity conditions in the access control policy[18][19][26] 
achieves the identity and related condition privacy of users, but does not consider key authorization based on the 
identity attributes in key tuples and query authorization on submitted search query.  

Therefore, in outsourced keys storage, a challenging problem is to find an encryption scheme which can 
encrypt the key tuples in a way that the different privacy requirements of sensitive attributes in the key tuples 
can be satisfied.  

 
 
Fig. 1.1 Key Tuples In Key Database 

 
To efficiently solve the identified secure problems above, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to 

explore and present Cloud Key Bank, an unified key management framework with enforced privacy and owner 
controllable authorization described in Section II and constructed in Section IV. 

 The realization of Cloud Key Bank framework is mainly through the following contributions. 
 
1.3 Security effectiveness: 

The keys have strong ownership because they are used to protect many other sensitive information of the 
key owner. This involves owner controllable authorization including key authorization and query authorization 
– only the key owner can specify and control in a fine-grained way who has the rights to access his/her shared 
keys through authorization on key attributes (key authorization) and authorization on submitted search query 
(query authorization). 

 

 
 
Fig. 1.2: System Architecture of Key 

 
II.Existing System: 

WHILE using online shopping channels, consumers share their purchasing experiences regarding both 
goods and services with other potential buyers via evaluation   
 
2.1 Frame work of keys: 
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Cryptographic primitive named Searchable Conditional Proxy Re-Encryption (SC-PRE) which combines 
the techniques of Hidden Vector Encryption (HVE) and Proxy Re-Encryption (PRE) seamlessly, and propose a 
concrete SCPRE scheme based on existing HVE and PRE schemes. 
 
2.2 Ratings of Keys: 

The most common way for consumers to express their level of satisfaction with their purchases is through 
online ratings. The overall buyers’ satisfaction is quantified as the aggregated score of all ratings and is available 
to all potential buyers.  
 
2.2.1 Predicate Reputation: 

In this paper, we call this aggregated score for a product its reputation. The reputation of a product plays an 
important role as a guide for potential buyers and significantly influences consumers’ final purchasing decisions. 

For example for the key owner, for the delegated user IS the key owner. 
 
2.4 Algorithm: 
(CF- BORF-based Venue Selection): 

Input: Current User: c, region: R 
Output:  ������= A set �′ of top-N venues. 
Definitions, � �= set of venues visited by expert user e, 
	�= set of recommended venues, 
lc=location of current user c, 
� � = set of venues visited by current user,  
�� = set of expert users similar to the current user c 
�� = closeness measure of the expert user e with the location of current user c 

�� is similarity of the user c with the expert user e. 
1:  	� ← ∅; ��� ← ∅;   
2:  �� ← ������
��
�� (c,E) 
3:  for ��ℎ � ∈ �� do 
4:  S ← {�:� �|� ∉ � �}  
5:  ��� ← �(������
���(��,S)) 
6:  ��[e] ← ���������(
�� ,���) 
7:  end for 
8:  	� ← ���������(c, ���)  
9:  ������ ← 
��� (	�) 
The privacy keys of the computation with this paper  
CF-/ BORF. 

 
III. Proposed system: 

The proposed framework, on the other hand, uses all ratings. It evaluates the level of trustworthiness 
(confidence) of each rating and adjusts the reputation based on the confidence of ratings. We have developed an 
algorithm that iteratively adjusts a reputation based on the confidence of customer ratings. By adjusting a 
reputation based on the confidence scores of all ratings, the proposed algorithm calculates the reputation without 
the risk of omitting ratings by normal users while reducing the influence of unfair ratings by abusers.  

The main reason for inefficiency is that SC-PRE belongs to one kind of public encryption which is 
inefficient  in common by comparing to the symmetric encryption .So in our proposed system we will introduce 
searchable symmetric encryption, bloom filter based index in one server, and access policy enforcement in 
another server to support scalable operations on encrypted key database. 

We call this algorithm, which solves the false reputation problem by computing the true reputation, TRUE-
REPUTATION.  
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Fig. 1.3: Architecture Diagram 
3.1 True Reputation Scenarios: 

1. Measure the activites of user 
2. Compute the confidentiality of the keys.
3. Adjusting the areas of transaction
  

We use an algorthim for finding the transaction using keys.
with true reputation of keys by using encryption and decryption  types of integrity and security policy.so the 
architecture of the true reputation is given.
 
Conclusion: 

The solution is not so inefficient becau
200 passwords. The main reason for inefficiency is that SC
is inefficient  in common by comparing to the symmetric encryption .So we intr
encryption, bloom filter based index in one server, and access policy enforcement in another server to support 
scalable operations on encrypted key database.
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We use an algorthim for finding the transaction using keys.To overcome this we modify the false reputation 

with true reputation of keys by using encryption and decryption  types of integrity and security policy.so the 
architecture of the true reputation is given. 

The solution is not so inefficient because it requires several seconds to answer a query on a database only 
200 passwords. The main reason for inefficiency is that SC-PRE belongs to one kind of public encryption which 
is inefficient  in common by comparing to the symmetric encryption .So we introduced searchable symmetric 
encryption, bloom filter based index in one server, and access policy enforcement in another server to support 
scalable operations on encrypted key database. 
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